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As if the scenes this past couple of weeks in Del Rio of
15,000 Haitians storming our border with Mexico were not bad
enough,  the  unconscionable  attacks  upon  our  Border  Patrol
officers by the left and the media are enough to turn your
stomach.  From  Joy  Reid  at  MSNBC  to  Ilhan  Omar,  DHS  head
Alejandro Mayorkas, Kamala Harris, and others took one look at
the  BP  officers  on  horseback,  reins  flapping,  to  quickly
conclude that they were whipping the poor Haitian migrants and
“bringing back memories of the days of slavery”. Talk about a
rush to judgment!

And on Friday, President Biden, speaking at a press conference
and “answering” a question about the situation at Del Rio,
went on to crucify his own Border Patrol, saying that “those
people will pay,” and “There will be consequences”. It was
shocking, especially given the fact that the slow-thinking
president had a couple of days to digest the situation and
realize that nobody was being whipped. Yet, he went right
along  with  his  leftist  handlers  and  joined  the  chorus.
Meanwhile, Mayorkas has ordered that the officers be placed on
administrative leave and removed horses from any efforts to
control the flow of migrants across the river and onto our
shores.

As a former federal agent (DEA), I cannot imagine how our
Customs and Border Control agents continue to work under these
conditions,  where  they  are  given  no  support  from  their
superiors and the administration in Washington, and now see
their very jobs-and freedom- under threat just because they
were doing their jobs. All because the media and the ruling
Left cannot or do not want to see the difference between whips
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and horse reins being used to control the horse.

So what comes next for the officers on horseback? Will they be
disciplined, fired, even be prosecuted and sent to prison? In
the  same  breath  that  Biden  announces  an  investigation  is
underway, he states that “those people will pay” and “there
will be consequences”. Is he the judge, jury, and executioner?
At  the  same  time,  that  hapless  hack,  Mayorkas,  assures
reporters that “they know how to conduct an investigation”.
With the president already promising punishment. That’s how
the Biden DHS will conduct the investigation.

Just as the Obama administration and the Eric Holder DOJ threw
ATF under the bus for the  Operation Fast and Furious fiasco,
which  was  no  doubt  concocted  in  Washington,  the  Biden
administration is throwing the Border Patrol under the bus
when the videos are clearly exculpatory. It is a disgrace.
Neither Biden nor Harris have bothered to spend any time on
the border, yet they sit in Washington and condemn the actions
of  the  BP  officers  who  have  been  put  in  an  impossible
situation  by  the  ineptitude  and  negligence  of  the  Biden
administration, which have led to the mess in Del Rio.

Meanwhile, out of 15,000 arrivals, only about 2,000 have been
sent back to Haiti, according to DHS, (Mayorkas initially was
unable or unwilling to give the numbers when questioned before
Congress.)  while  the  remainder  are  being  “processed  for
removal”, a euphemism meaning that they are being transported
to points unknown around the US, released, and told to appear
later before an immigration judge. The fact is that very few
will show up. And all this while several BP officers now have
to worry about their careers and their very freedom as Biden
promises, “they will pay”.

It is all beyond disgusting.


